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A soapbox car designed by Jim Finnegan for the SFMOMA derby races down a SanA soapbox car designed by Jim Finnegan for the SFMOMA derby races down a San
Francisco hill in 1975.Francisco hill in 1975.

THINGS TO DOTHINGS TO DO

The wild saga of San Francisco’sThe wild saga of San Francisco’s
weirdest soapbox-derby contestweirdest soapbox-derby contest
After 40-plus years, artists will again race in cars shapedAfter 40-plus years, artists will again race in cars shaped
like fungus, a sea captain’s sweater and a giant pencil.like fungus, a sea captain’s sweater and a giant pencil.
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When someone tells you they were riding down a San Francisco hill in a carWhen someone tells you they were riding down a San Francisco hill in a car

shaped like an old sea-captain’s sweater, you might assume they’re describing ashaped like an old sea-captain’s sweater, you might assume they’re describing a

weird dream they had. But that’s exactly what Katherine Ross Ward and herweird dream they had. But that’s exactly what Katherine Ross Ward and her

friends will be doing this weekend, as she competes in SFMOMA’s first soapbox-friends will be doing this weekend, as she competes in SFMOMA’s first soapbox-

derby race since the 1970s.derby race since the 1970s.

Ward got involved initially as a joke. “I heard about it through the grapevine andWard got involved initially as a joke. “I heard about it through the grapevine and

thought, ‘Oh my god, obviously someone should make a cardigan.’ A CAR-digan.thought, ‘Oh my god, obviously someone should make a cardigan.’ A CAR-digan.

What else would you do?”What else would you do?”

Her first job in Texas was sewing clothing destined for George W. Bush’s WhiteHer first job in Texas was sewing clothing destined for George W. Bush’s White

House, so with her skills she decided to knit a soft sculpture. “It’s a giantHouse, so with her skills she decided to knit a soft sculpture. “It’s a giant

fisherman-style sweater/cardigan, and we’re using giant knitting needles to makefisherman-style sweater/cardigan, and we’re using giant knitting needles to make

it,” she explains.it,” she explains.

On April 10, her group will join more than 50 teams to coast in weird, gravity-On April 10, her group will join more than 50 teams to coast in weird, gravity-

powered cars — a whale skull, a giant pencil, a grassy fungus — down a hill inpowered cars — a whale skull, a giant pencil, a grassy fungus — down a hill in

San Francisco’s McLaren Park. It’s a re-creation of famous soapbox derbies inSan Francisco’s McLaren Park. It’s a re-creation of famous soapbox derbies in

1975 and 1978 in which SFMOMA commissioned roughly 200 artists to create1975 and 1978 in which SFMOMA commissioned roughly 200 artists to create

bespoke racing cars. The competition is being resurrected this year inbespoke racing cars. The competition is being resurrected this year in

conjunction with the conjunction with the museum’s Art Bashmuseum’s Art Bash fundraiser on April 8 to cast a ray of fundraiser on April 8 to cast a ray of

light in our pandemic darkness.light in our pandemic darkness.

“Art Bash now has a community component. We were thinking how SFMOMA“Art Bash now has a community component. We were thinking how SFMOMA

could directly give back to the community and celebrate art not just within ourcould directly give back to the community and celebrate art not just within our

building but out in the world,” says Stella Lochman, the museum’s manager ofbuilding but out in the world,” says Stella Lochman, the museum’s manager of

public engagement.public engagement.

https://www.sfmoma.org/event/series/artbash/


John Casey paints his art car inside the Faultline Studio on March 30 in Oakland. CaseyJohn Casey paints his art car inside the Faultline Studio on March 30 in Oakland. Casey
will be driving his creation in SFMOMA’S Soapbox Derby at McLaren Park in April. will be driving his creation in SFMOMA’S Soapbox Derby at McLaren Park in April. 

“I think the sentiment is shared that we all just need some joy right now,” she“I think the sentiment is shared that we all just need some joy right now,” she

says. “What the derby will show is art is essential, play is essential, fun issays. “What the derby will show is art is essential, play is essential, fun is

essential.”essential.”

The 1975 derby was by all accounts fun. “There was this radio announcer calledThe 1975 derby was by all accounts fun. “There was this radio announcer called

Scott BeachScott Beach who had a wonderful baritone voice, he was sitting up on a blanket who had a wonderful baritone voice, he was sitting up on a blanket

broadcasting the race. He was drinking fine Chablis and just having a great time,”broadcasting the race. He was drinking fine Chablis and just having a great time,”

recalls Gregor Weiss, an artist in Santa Rosa.recalls Gregor Weiss, an artist in Santa Rosa.

There was a car covered with pennies, another shaped like a banana, one madeThere was a car covered with pennies, another shaped like a banana, one made

out of bread and one a giant fist clutching a pen. How many drugs were involved?out of bread and one a giant fist clutching a pen. How many drugs were involved?

“One can assume it was San Francisco in the 1970s, and sort of take it from“One can assume it was San Francisco in the 1970s, and sort of take it from

there,” says Lochman.there,” says Lochman.

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Scott-Beach-S-F-Radio-Commentator-Actor-Bon-2993683.php


A soapbox-derby car by Terry Axelson races in San Francisco in 1975. A soapbox-derby car by Terry Axelson races in San Francisco in 1975. 

Mike Henderson had a car covered in old fabric and camouflage he called theMike Henderson had a car covered in old fabric and camouflage he called the

“African Queen.” “I made it maybe a quarter down the hill before I crashed it,”“African Queen.” “I made it maybe a quarter down the hill before I crashed it,”

says the East Bay painter. “The whole front end of the car came off. My steeringsays the East Bay painter. “The whole front end of the car came off. My steering

mechanism was not good.”mechanism was not good.”

Nevertheless, Henderson’s happy the race is returning. “Art gets too serious, youNevertheless, Henderson’s happy the race is returning. “Art gets too serious, you

know?… I always used to tell my students when I was teaching, ‘If you’re notknow?… I always used to tell my students when I was teaching, ‘If you’re not

having fun painting or making a film or whatever, don’t do it.’” He won’t be racinghaving fun painting or making a film or whatever, don’t do it.’” He won’t be racing

this year but is making a trophy. “It’s for the car that makes the most interestingthis year but is making a trophy. “It’s for the car that makes the most interesting

pattern when it crashes.”pattern when it crashes.”

Ceramics artist Richard Shaw built a giant pencil for the 1975 race that “weighedCeramics artist Richard Shaw built a giant pencil for the 1975 race that “weighed

about 8 million pounds.” (He and Weiss are restoring it to ride again in glory thisabout 8 million pounds.” (He and Weiss are restoring it to ride again in glory this

year.) Shaw remembers taking it for a tumultuous test drive in Mill Valley.year.) Shaw remembers taking it for a tumultuous test drive in Mill Valley.

“We took off down the hill, and we had put the brakes in backward. So when we“We took off down the hill, and we had put the brakes in backward. So when we

hit the brakes, the brakes flew out, the rubber flew out into the street. Luckilyhit the brakes, the brakes flew out, the rubber flew out into the street. Luckily

when we got to the bottom, we didn’t crash into anything.”when we got to the bottom, we didn’t crash into anything.”

It turns out soapbox derby racing is occasionally hazardous. But it seemsIt turns out soapbox derby racing is occasionally hazardous. But it seems

SFMOMA is taking the risk seriously.SFMOMA is taking the risk seriously.



“I got involved because I think (the museum) was looking at first for people who“I got involved because I think (the museum) was looking at first for people who

knew anything about liability for a race. Insurance and safety – people who couldknew anything about liability for a race. Insurance and safety – people who could

check on the safety of vehicles,” says Max Chen, a mechanical engineer in thecheck on the safety of vehicles,” says Max Chen, a mechanical engineer in the

Mission District.Mission District.

Chen was part of a rowdy crowd of makers who scooted down Bernal Hill inChen was part of a rowdy crowd of makers who scooted down Bernal Hill in

custom-built cars in the 2000s. He’s now designing a car from bamboo sourcedcustom-built cars in the 2000s. He’s now designing a car from bamboo sourced

from his own backyard. “I think the general trajectory of San Francisco has beenfrom his own backyard. “I think the general trajectory of San Francisco has been

more-gentrified art. When I moved here, I felt like it was more frayed at themore-gentrified art. When I moved here, I felt like it was more frayed at the

edges, which is what I like,” he says. “Having this race come back, it’s good.”edges, which is what I like,” he says. “Having this race come back, it’s good.”

Mike Henderson, a racer in the 1975 event, is making a trophy this year out of woodMike Henderson, a racer in the 1975 event, is making a trophy this year out of wood
and rib bones that will go to the car that makes the most interesting pattern when itand rib bones that will go to the car that makes the most interesting pattern when it
crashes. crashes. 

Robert van de Walle became intrigued with human-powered contraptions afterRobert van de Walle became intrigued with human-powered contraptions after

turning his living-room couch into a paddle boat.turning his living-room couch into a paddle boat.



“We were at Rivertown Revival (in Petaluma) and a couple of people stole it and“We were at Rivertown Revival (in Petaluma) and a couple of people stole it and

paddled it up the river to a bar. When they got back in it, they capsized andpaddled it up the river to a bar. When they got back in it, they capsized and

abandoned it,” says van de Walle, who lives near Santa Rosa. “We thought it’d beabandoned it,” says van de Walle, who lives near Santa Rosa. “We thought it’d be

nasty after being in the slough upside down for a day, but it turned out, it wasnasty after being in the slough upside down for a day, but it turned out, it was

fine – we just dried it out and put it back in the house.”fine – we just dried it out and put it back in the house.”

The artist is constructing another clean-air vehicle for the race he calls the “TheThe artist is constructing another clean-air vehicle for the race he calls the “The

Humpbacks of Notre Dame.”Humpbacks of Notre Dame.”

“We’re pretending it’s the year 2069 and, because everyone insisted on driving“We’re pretending it’s the year 2069 and, because everyone insisted on driving

their cars until the absolute end of everything, all the ice melted and now thetheir cars until the absolute end of everything, all the ice melted and now the

oceans are 200 feet higher,” he says. “So the Notre Dame cathedral is partiallyoceans are 200 feet higher,” he says. “So the Notre Dame cathedral is partially

submerged and around it, we have two humpback whales swimming andsubmerged and around it, we have two humpback whales swimming and

breaching. Then we’re underneath it in the car, wearing scuba suits.”breaching. Then we’re underneath it in the car, wearing scuba suits.”



Robert van de Walle’s creation for this year’s derby race, “The Humpbacks of NotreRobert van de Walle’s creation for this year’s derby race, “The Humpbacks of Notre
Dame,” speaks to climate change and rising sea levels. Dame,” speaks to climate change and rising sea levels. 

Oakland artist John Casey has built what can only be described as a giant, bulgingOakland artist John Casey has built what can only be described as a giant, bulging

eye. “The Gaelic for Casey basically means ‘the watchers’ or ‘the vigilant ones,’” heeye. “The Gaelic for Casey basically means ‘the watchers’ or ‘the vigilant ones,’” he

says. The vehicle is made from cardboard but “seems to be structurally sound –says. The vehicle is made from cardboard but “seems to be structurally sound –

that’s important. I guess it just has to make it down the hill once, and as long as itthat’s important. I guess it just has to make it down the hill once, and as long as it

does that I’m happy.”does that I’m happy.”



There’s only one trophy in April’s race that goes to the fastest car. Others will beThere’s only one trophy in April’s race that goes to the fastest car. Others will be

judged on criteria like “Most Amorphous” and “Most Alive.” The last honor couldjudged on criteria like “Most Amorphous” and “Most Alive.” The last honor could

be won by Stanford’s team, which is building a mushroom wad sprinkled withbe won by Stanford’s team, which is building a mushroom wad sprinkled with

chia seeds they hope will sprout in time for the contest. “We were thinking aboutchia seeds they hope will sprout in time for the contest. “We were thinking about

rewilding – the natural environment taking over the human-built,” says Terryrewilding – the natural environment taking over the human-built,” says Terry

Berlier, an associate professor of art.Berlier, an associate professor of art.

After the race, one could imagine this wheeled fungus peacefully decaying in aAfter the race, one could imagine this wheeled fungus peacefully decaying in a

quiet field somewhere. But what will actually happen to the cars?quiet field somewhere. But what will actually happen to the cars?

“The idea is the artists get to keep the art. (It) can be auctioned off, maybe cut up“The idea is the artists get to keep the art. (It) can be auctioned off, maybe cut up

into little pieces like the Berlin Wall and sold that way,” says the museum’sinto little pieces like the Berlin Wall and sold that way,” says the museum’s

Lochman.Lochman.

For the sea-captain’s cardigan, Ward ‘s idea was to slide it off the car and wear itFor the sea-captain’s cardigan, Ward ‘s idea was to slide it off the car and wear it

around town. But “it turns out big yarn is also big weight,” she says. “I mean, I justaround town. But “it turns out big yarn is also big weight,” she says. “I mean, I just

don’t think a regular person could drag it around – it’s 70 pounds of material.”don’t think a regular person could drag it around – it’s 70 pounds of material.”

Details:Details:  SFMOMA’s Soapbox DerbySFMOMA’s Soapbox Derby, Sunday, April 10, from 10 a.m. – 5 p.m. Race, Sunday, April 10, from 10 a.m. – 5 p.m. Race

starts at 11 a.m. Trophy ceremony begins 15 minutes after the final racer goesstarts at 11 a.m. Trophy ceremony begins 15 minutes after the final racer goes

down the hill. Jerry Garcia Amphitheater, 40 John F. Shelley Drive, McLaren Park,down the hill. Jerry Garcia Amphitheater, 40 John F. Shelley Drive, McLaren Park,

San Francisco.San Francisco.

A derby car called “Moulton’s Edible Special” by Dorcas Moulton races in San FranciscoA derby car called “Moulton’s Edible Special” by Dorcas Moulton races in San Francisco
in 1975. in 1975. 

http://sfmoma.org/exhibition/2022-soapbox-derby-at-mclaren-park/
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